Scorpius 10009.16 .... Forward, Episode 4

<<<<<<<<<Continue Mission>>>>>>>>

XO_VanSickle says:
::on bridge, wishing we'd catch the BoP and Jisk::

FCO_Vince says:
::at the helm::

CSO_Shiar says:
::sitting at consol looking at sensor readings::

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Can you get a fix on the BoP by finding the end of the ion trail?

CIV_Nes says:
::at OPS checking power fluctuations::

CMO_Xye says:
::continually looks over the transmission he received and wonders what could be going on:: Veridia: Why doesn't the Federation trust us?

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: giving them to FCO now sir

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Time to intercept?

OPS_Cobain says:
::in shuttle heading towards the Scorpius::

Misk says:
@ ::Walking around the BOP bridge, checking on things::

FCO_Vince says:
::checking sensor logs::  

FCO_Vince says:
CO:  ETA ~ 5 minutes

Jisk says:
@Misk: Keep up the  evasive maneuver pattern omega.....

CMO_Xye says:
Xion and Veridia: I'd like you two to stay here. Each of you watch each other's actions. I must speak with the crew about a very disturbing transmission I've received.

CEO_Pairs says:
@::fixing a broken panel in engineering::

CMO_Xye says:
<Xion> CMO: Aye sir.

CIV_Nes says:
::steadies power fluctuations::

CMO_Xye says:
<Veridia> CMO: It shall be done. You're getting more logical each passing day.

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Anything on that BoP?

Misk says:
@ ::Snaps to, gets back to his seat, and does so::

Jisk says:
@CEO: Pairs, what are you doing down there?? More Speed!!!!!

CMO_Xye says:
:with a straight and serious face:: Veridia: I'm keeping a close eye on you.

CIV_Nes says:
::wonders if she could make the sensors even more efficient::

CEO_Pairs says:
@self:oh yea ::trys to give the engines more power::

OPS_Cobain says:
::can't wait to meet his new crew mates::

CIV_Nes says:
::begins working on the calculations (in her head)::

CEO_Pairs says:
@CAP:i can give you 20% more speed right now

CSO_Shiar says:
::wanders; how can I improve sensors::

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Anything?

CEO_Pairs says:
@::boosted power 20% to the engines.

CMO_Xye says:
::taps commbadge::::taps commbadge:: *CO*: Captain. I've received a transmission. It is very important that I speak with you. Very very important.

Jisk says:
@C EO: DO IT ! And mask our emissions...I think they are homing in on our ion trail..these old BoP's leave too much residual.

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
XO:Yes, we are picking up it's trail..It’s doing some kind of evasive maneuver

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Bearing?

CEO_Pairs says:
@::masks emissions last deck is losing energy::

CMO_Xye says:
<Xion> ::looks at the CMO curiously:: Self: What is up with this guy?

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: do you know any way of improving sensor efficiency

CEO_Pairs says:
CAP:any one in the last deck?

CEO_Pairs says:
@CAP:any one in the last deck?

CO_TPaula says:
*CMO*: Very well, come up to the bridge.

OPS_Cobain says:
#::hails the Scorpius::

CMO_Xye says:
*CO*: Aye Captain.

CMO_Xye says:
Veridia: You have sickbay. ::exits sickbay and heads to turbolift::

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
XO: Bearing down....circular pattern z pattern downward

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Speed?

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: Well, the sensors have already been improved 13.45%, I am working on calculations to increase them further, but there's a limit to improvement.

OPS_Cobain says:
#COM:Scorpius:This is Ensign Kurt Cobain hailing the USS Scorpius

CEO_Pairs says:
@::tries to give more power to the clocking devise::

CMO_Xye says:
::enters turbolift:: Computer: Bridge.

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: how much of a limit

CIV_Nes says:
::smiles:: CSO: That is what I am attempting to calculate.

XO_VanSickle says:
::notices the incoming hail indicator light over Nes' shoulder::

CMO_Xye says:
::enters bridge and walks to the captain and commander: CO and XO: Good afternoon Captain and Commander.

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
XO: Warp 3

Host CO_TPaula says:
CMO: What was it you wanted to discuss?

CIV_Nes says:
::answers hail::

CEO_Pairs says:
@self: ah got 10% more power to the clocking devise

OPS_Cobain says:
::asks for permission to come aboard::

Jisk says:
@Misk: We better get out of here, plot a course away from here. ::points: through that system.....

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: maybe we should put our heads together on this

Misk says:
@ ::Taps his fingers on the console:: Jisk: K, sis... ::Plots course::

Misk says:
@ ::Engages::

CMO_Xye says:
*CO*: Captain. I received no transmission from Starfleet Command.

CIV_Nes says:
CO/XO: The USS Mures is requesting permission to come aboard.

XO_VanSickle says:
CIV: Who's aboard?

CIV_Nes says:
XO: Our new OPS officer.

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Do we have time to take the shuttle aboard without losing the ion trail?

CMO_Xye says:
CO: They say they want a full scan of every crewmember and visitor on this ship. They're saying something about intruders.

XO_VanSickle says:
CO: Looks like we have someone needing to come aboard.  Should we drop from warp for now?

CO_TPaula says:
CMO: Noted.

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: it gets weaker ahead

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Yes or no.

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: if we're quick

CEO_Pairs says:
@::sees that we are emitting ion emissions then masks them even more:

XO_VanSickle says:
COMM: OPS: Ens. Cobain, stand by.

CO_TPaula says:
CIV: Get that shuttle aboard as fast as possible; coordinate with Ens. Vince.

OPS_Cobain says:
#COMM:Scorpius:Aye

CMO_Xye says:
CO: They didn't send me much information because well... they don't even trust me. In order to get more information about the intruders, the captain of the vessel must be scanned and the data must be sent. I am convinced it has something to do... with the ::whispers:: mirror universe.

CIV_Nes says:
::wonders if scorch marks are permissible in the Shuttle Bay::

FCO_Vince says:
::checking coordinates for shuttle::

CIV_Nes says:
FCO: It will be quicker if we don't tractor him in, but I don't know how good a pilot he is.

OPS_Cobain says:
::preparing to dock::

FCO_Vince says:
::slowing to impulse::

CO_TPaula says:
CMO: Intriguing.  We'll deal with it after our current mission is taken care of.

CIV_Nes says:
COMM: USS Mures: Can you fly yourself into the Shuttle Bay?

OPS_Cobain says:
::approaching docking bay::

CIV_Nes says:
::makes sure appropriate force fields are in place::

CEO_Pairs says:
@::starts to fixes parts of engineering::

OPS_Cobain says:
#COMM:Scorpius:yeah,i mean, I guess I think I can

CMO_Xye says:
::raises eyebrow:: CO: Umm... okay. I've already begun to scan the rest of the junior officers of the vessel. But they haven't responded yet.

CIV_Nes says:
COMM: USS Mures: Yes or No? Time is of the essence.

FCO_Vince says:
CTO:  I'm prepared to go to warp as soon as the shuttle is secured on board

XO_VanSickle says:
CIV: Allow me...

OPS_Cobain says:
#COM:Scorpius:Yes

CIV_Nes says:
::gestures to the comm:: XO: All yours.

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
FCO: Acknowledged

XO_VanSickle says:
COMM: Mures: We're in search of a BoP.  Get aboard ASAP and report to the bridge.

FCO_Vince says:
CO:  Permission to engage warp at the CTO's signal

OPS_Cobain says:
::begins manual docking procedure::

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Granted.

OPS_Cobain says:
::is finally aboard the ship::

CMO_Xye says:
CO: Okay. That's all I had to tell you. There could be an intruder. And the U.S.S. Cochrane has made it to the planet Ensign Hall got the disease from. The search for the anti-virus has begun.

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: In answer to your earlier question, yes.

CO_TPaula says:
CMO: So far, so good.

OPS_Cobain says:
::is heading towards the bridge::

CMO_Xye says:
<Xion> ::welcomes a science officer into sickbay::

CIV_Nes says:
::checks shuttle is docked correctly/safely::

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: we should go somewhere a bit more private

CMO_Xye says:
CO: Okay. Dismissed?

CO_TPaula says:
CMO: Dismissed.

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: Is it appropriate for you to leave the Bridge?

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: You still have the BoP's trail?

CMO_Xye says:
::nods to the CO and the XO then departs from the bridge:: Computer: Deck 9. Sickbay.

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
XO: yes

FCO_Vince says:
::engages warp engine, warp 9::

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Keep that sensor locked on that bird.

OPS_Cobain says:
::enters bridge:: CO:Ensign Kurt Donald Cobain reporting for duty,captain.

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: one of my SOs would cover for me

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
XO: eye

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Welcome aboard, Ensign.  Take your station.

XO_VanSickle says:
::turns to the new OPS:: OPS: Welcome aboard, ensign.

CIV_Nes says:
::shakes her head:: CSO: I do not believe it's appropriate for you to leave the Bridge. I only need a PADD to work out some calculations, I can do that here.

Jisk says:
@Pairs, Misk: Drop out of warp and orbit the polar region of that planet ::points: lets hide there for a while.....kill the engines...let's coast....

CIV_Nes says:
::looks at the new OPS officer::

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: sure

Misk says:
@ ::Nods at his sis, drops the ship out of warp, and moves to orbit the polar region... killing the engines::

CMO_Xye says:
<Xion> ENS_Morgen: So. You ate some Klingon food. No wonder you look so horrible. You've just had your first allergic reaction. Congratulations.

CSO_Shiar says:
:: swivels in chair to see OPS officer::

CMO_Xye says:
::exits turbolift and trips of hurt security officer:: Self: Ahh.

CIV_Nes says:
::wonders if the OPS officer wants his Station anytime soon::

CEO_Pairs says:
@self:oh no ah must of blown a fuse com:CAP:the clocking devise blow

CMO_Xye says:
<trips over>

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: I have the ship on long range sensors

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: What's our new time to intercept?

Misk says:
@ ::Hears the CEO say that the cloaking device is off and cringes::

FCO_Vince says:
CO: 5 to 10 minutes, if I read These readings right

CMO_Xye says:
TO: Are you okay? ::pulls out medical tricorder and scans::

CEO_Pairs says:
COM:CAP:I am trying to fix it

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Decloaked?

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: yes

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Hail them.

CEO_Pairs says:
@::tries to fix clocking devise::

CIV_Nes says:
::she wonders why the news of the decloaked BoP depresses her::

CIV_Nes says:
::hands over OPS to the OPS officer::

Jisk says:
@Pairs: What happened to it??!!!!

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: they stopped dead at a planet

CEO_Pairs says:
@COM:CAP:I need help down hear

FCO_Vince says:
::fixes an intercept course for BoP::

Jisk says:
@Misk, get on the other side of the planet....we're visible!

CIV_Nes says:
::grabs a PADD and steps back to the Science Station::

OPS_Cobain says:
::takes over his new station::

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: need a job

CEO_Pairs says:
@COM:CAP:It blew a fuse

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Prepare both weapons and a tractor beam.

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: You mean yours? ::smiles::

FCO_Vince says:
CO: We're bearing down on her now, Captain

Misk says:
@ Jisk: One. sec.!!! ::Turns on engines, and tries to get them to the other side of the planet::

Jisk says:
@::slaps forehead:: a FUSE!!!

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: All stop at an appropriate distance.

CMO_Xye says:
<TO> CMO: I was... shot.

CIV_Nes says:
::begins recalculating last rate of efficiency::

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
:::Arms weapons and tractor beam::

CEO_Pairs says:
@::continues fixing the clocking devise::

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: no... I could do with an SO

CMO_Xye says:
::raises eyebrow:: TO: By whom?

CEO_Pairs says:
SELF:got it

OPS_Cobain says:
::hailing the bop::

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: I could do it temporarily. I'm really only qualified as CNS. My previous Host served as CSO.

CMO_Xye says:
<Xion> ::fixes allergic reaction as Veridia welcomes an angry and bloody engineer::

CEO_Pairs says:
@COM:CAP:do it

CMO_Xye says:
<TO> ::faints::

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: I know she did.  that's good enough for me

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: You've got yourself a deal, provided I'm not needed elsewhere in a hurry.

<<<<BoP  CLOAKS>>>>>>>

CIV_Nes says:
::rechecks calculations::

Jisk says:
@::Whew.::

CMO_Xye says:
Computer: Site to site transport two directly to sickbay. Energize.

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: I’ve lost them

CEO_Pairs says:
@COM:CAP:CLOAK

CMO_Xye says:
::dematerializes::

CEO_Pairs says:
@COM:CAP:I GOT IT

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Did they beam anything down?  Pick up the ion trail again.

Misk says:
@ ::Phwew::

CIV_Nes says:
::wonders what would happen if she shifted this to there::

CMO_Xye says:
::materializes and takes the TO to the biobed::

CEO_Pairs says:
@::Masks ion trail even more

CIV_Nes says:
::scrubs that idea::

CO_TPaula says:
CTO: Since they're not answering our hails, see if you can hit them with a low-power warning shot or two.

CIV_Nes says:
::revaluates info::

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: nothing that I know of

FCO_Vince says:
::trying to stick to the trail::

CEO_Pairs says:
@::Masks ion trail even more::

CIV_Nes says:
::shuts her eyes, breathes deeply, clears her mind and then looks at calculations again::

Jisk says:
@Misk: Any sign of them? This panel isn't working!

CIV_Nes says:
Self: Yes!

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: no ion trail. they're sitting still

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CO: Aye ::Fires a low power energy discharge::

Misk says:
@ Jisk: I think we got a hail a second ago... ::Scratches head:: Not sure.

CIV_Nes says:
::adds a few more calculations, changes the constant::

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Try hailing them again.

Jisk says:
@CEO: Why are you doing diagnostics on these panels ?!! We need them !!! Stop it !!

CMO_Xye says:
::cleans up the phaser burns::

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: I suggest we take out their engines sir

CO_TPaula says:
CTO: Can you target that accurately?

OPS_Cobain says:
::hails the bird of prey for the second time::

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: I can increase sensor efficiency another 6.15% which will be an overall increase of 20%. That's all we can get, the sensors will be operating at 115%

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CO: Yes

CMO_Xye says:
::wakes the TO:: TO: Who shot you? The phaser alarm didn't go off?

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: do it

CO_TPaula says:
CTO: Very well, take out their engines.  But don't risk destroying them.

CMO_Xye says:
<TO> CMO: I wasn't shot. My phaser overloaded and I got knocked unconscious.

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: Aye sir. It will mean a loss of sensor efficiency for 8.9 minutes.

FCO_Vince says:
::When the Scorpius is in phaser range, slows to impulse::

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: hang about then

Jisk says:
@Misk: I have no power to my console....how about you? That CEO just shut me down.....

CMO_Xye says:
TO: But you told me you got shot.

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CO: Aye ::Targets engines, and fires a precise phaser blast::

CIV_Nes says:
::looks confused:: CSO: Was that a yes or no?

CMO_Xye says:
<TO> CMO: That was the pain talking. The pains all gone. I'm going back to duty. ::exits sickbay::

Misk says:
@ Jisk: Nope... nothing.

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: we need sensors operational at the moment

Jisk says:
@Misk: Go down there and kill him !! @$%$#

XO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Hit?

CMO_Xye says:
::looks as the TO walks out:: Xion: The one thing that is very disturbing is the respect they have for their doctors.

Misk says:
@ ::Turns to look at Jisk:: Uh... isn't that overdoing it a... bit?

CIV_Nes says:
CSO: Sensors would not be offline sir, we'd just lose our original 'extra' efficiency for 8.9 minutes.

CO_TPaula says:
CTO: Can you do the same for the cloak?

Jisk says:
@::Bangs Panels:: OPTIONS !!????

CSO_Shiar says:
Nes: oh. do it after the CTO fires next

FCO_Vince says:
::Begins to circle the BoP::

CIV_Nes says:
::nods::

Misk says:
@ Jisk: Uh... we ... uh... surrender?

<<<<<<<<<<BoP Is hit!! ...It decloaks......part of Engineering explodes>>>>>>>

OPS_Cobain says:
::begins to like his new crew::

Jisk says:
@WHA!!??

FCO_Vince says:
CTO:  Good shot!

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Can you get a transporter lock on the bops' crew?

CEO_Pairs says:
@ow that hurt

Misk says:
@ ::Grabs onto console as they are hit:: We're hit! WE'RE hit!!! We're gonnna diiie!!! All this because you had a crush!!!! A DARN CRUSH!!!! Waaaaaaaahhh!!!

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CO: Aye ::fires again; this time at cloaking devise::

CSO_Shiar says:
CTO: wot a shot

Jisk says:
@Misk: I told you to kill him !!!!!!

CMO_Xye says:
<Xion> CMO: Doctor. I didn't get on this ship for respect. I'm here to help people... no matter what.

OPS_Cobain says:
Coil only have 75% of the total crew 

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
ALL: Thanks you

Misk says:
@ ::Looks at the smoke coming from below decks:: Jisk: That shot probably killed him...

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Beam any you can direct to the brig.

CMO_Xye says:
Xion: Okay. Keep that in mind. ::watches a science officer enter::

CEO_Pairs says:
::puts out the fire::

Jisk says:
@Misk: I hope so...Why don't you go see??

OPS_Cobain says:
::starts operating the transporters::

XO_VanSickle says:
CO: Shall I go to the brig and welcome our "guests" aboard?

CMO_Xye says:
<SO> CMO: Time for my scheduled physical doctor. ::smiles: Good day sir. How are you?

Misk says:
@ ::Whimpers and looks at Jisk for a moment, sighs, and then heads below decks... coughing at the smoke::

Jisk says:
@::activates transport diminishers::

OPS_Cobain says:
::manages to get most of the bop's crew aboard the Scorpius::

CEO_Pairs says:
*CAP*:there’s fire down hear I'm coming up

CIV_Nes says:
::wonders if the new efficiency would be worthwhile permanently , considers the power utilization curve::

CMO_Xye says:
SO: I am... feeling exceptional today... how about you? ::waves medical tricorder of the SO::

CO_TPaula says:
XO: Go ahead.  ::looks at him for a second before deciding to trust him not to be too vengeful::

Jisk says:
<<<<CEO Pairs is transported onboard the Scorpius>>>>>>

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Hail the remaining crew of the bop.

Jisk says:
@Misk: Do we have weapons??

CIV_Nes says:
::decides it's feasible::

CEO_Pairs says:
hay what’s going on

XO_VanSickle says:
CO: Don't worry, ma'am.  I won't do much harm to them.  Just give them our "hospitality."

OPS_Cobain says:
::hails the bop again::

Misk says:
@ ::Crawling on the floor with the smoke rising above him:: *Jisk* Uh... I dunno... I can't see anything down here!

XO_VanSickle says:
::enters TL:: Computer: Brig.

CO_TPaula says:
good :)

CSO_Shiar says:
CO: I suggest disabling their weapons next sir

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: How many people left?

Jisk says:
@Misk: I'm activating the weapons panel with my disruptor weapon power cell.....we shall see!

OPS_Cobain says:
CO:about 20 people,captain

Misk says:
@ ::Cough cough:: *Jisk* Uh... ok... I can't find Pairs... I think he's dead... I'm comin' up... ::Cough cough::

FCO_Vince says:
::still circling BoP::

CEO_Pairs says:
::puts his com in hid pocket::

XO_VanSickle says:
::TL stops at brig deck, exits and goes to brig::

CO_TPaula says:
CTO: Do they have any shields left?

Jisk says:
@::finishes:: Misk: There you are..ok......ready to fire !!

XO_VanSickle says:
::sees Pairs in the brig::

CMO_Xye says:
::watches the SO:: SO: I'm doing great. I just asked Lieutenant  Heineken to marry me. She said yes.

XO_VanSickle says:
Pairs: Welcome aboard the USS Scorpius.  Where is Jisk?

Misk says:
@ ::Arrives on the bridge coughing:: Jisk: ::Cough:: ... Ok.

Jisk says:
@::fires disrupters Point Blank at Scorpius::

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CO: Doesn't look like it

CEO_Pairs says:
XO:?

XO_VanSickle says:
Pairs: I said where is Jisk?  The woman who commands your vessel.

FCO_Vince says:
::OSM::

CEO_Pairs says:
::walks in to the brig::

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Still no response?

Misk says:
@ ::Wonders if they hit the other ship::

CMO_Xye says:
SO: Congratulations. I hope you two are happy together.

FCO_Vince says:
::rolls out to avoid disruptor::

CEO_Pairs says:
XO:on the ship

CO_TPaula says:
CTO: Very well, take out their weapons.

<<<Disrupters don't fire.....an energy loop forms..the weapons overload and the BoP weapons and engines back up and start to overload!!!>>>>>>

Misk says:
@ ::Sees consoles sparking:: AIGH!

CEO_Pairs says:
XO:where else

OPS_Cobain says:
CO:No,captain,maybe we didn’t get through to them,because of the interferences

XO_VanSickle says:
Pairs: Give me the code to lower their shields so we can beam them off.

Jisk says:
@Misk: Uh oh.......

CO_TPaula says:
FCO: Back us off a little.

XO_VanSickle says:
Pairs: And I'll see you get leniency.

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
CO: Yes ma'am ::Fires photon torpedoes at weapons::

CMO_Xye says:
<SO> CMO: Thanks Doc. I will be happy. So... how's your holoSickbay doing?

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: Watch for escape pods.

FCO_Vince says:
CO:  Aye Captain!  ::full reverse away to max transporter range::

CIV_Nes says:
::begins work on increased sensor efficiency::

Jisk says:
@:: runs over to Misk and hits her emergency beaming device...they disappear::

Misk says:
@ ::Frowns:: Hey, where are we gooooooinn--- ::Voices fades out as they transport::

FCO_Vince says:
OPS:  How long till she blows?

CEO_Pairs says:
XO:she has the codes she didn’t trust us

<<<<<<<<The BoP EXPLODES>>>>>>

OPS_Cobain says:
FCO:any time now

XO_VanSickle says:
*CO* Are you detecting any transportation off that ship?

FCO_Vince says:
Q'apla!

CIV_Nes says:
::completes increased sensor efficiency::

CEO_Pairs says:
XO:where are you xo

CIV_Nes says:
::checks readings, sensors now operating at 115%::

CO_TPaula says:
CSO: Were there any transports off the ship?

<<< power suddenly drops in engineering 40%>>>>>

OPS_Cobain says:
CO:captain,i've detected to individual escape pods coming from the bop

<<<<<<Life support power drops.....40%...........60%..............>>>>>

XO_VanSickle says:
::feels the air is a bit stale::

XO_VanSickle says:
*Bridge* What's happening around here?

<<<<<<power to the bridge goes down>>>>>>>>

FCO_Vince says:
::smells the difference in the air::

CTO_Vajeeta_Sorauk says:
::Gasps::

CIV_Nes says:
::has a nasty feeling concerning the crew of the BoP::

CO_TPaula says:
OPS: What's going on?

FCO_Vince says:
CO:  We've lost helm control!

OPS_Cobain says:
CO: I’ve detected a life support system failure

OPS_Cobain says:
Coil don't know what's happening

CEO_Pairs says:
*cap*:are you there its me tom

Host Jisk says:
<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>

